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President’s Message
Jeff Martin, LNA President
This newsletter includes several important and likely
controversial subjects. The LNA board met in June
to address whether or not to take a position with respect to the police reform movement. In response, we
formed an Ad Hoc Committee to seek input from our
neighborhood. Thank you to Janet for chairing the effort and to all of the participants in that process. As
you’ll read in this newsletter, the Committee met several times and used a collaborative process to draft a
reform statement.

months I’ve admired and appreciated the time and effort our safety committee rep TJ has taken to listen and
respond to neighbor concerns with the illegal campers
at the park. Thank you TJ for all you’ve done to broadcast those concerns to the City.
I recognize the irony of seeking to adopt a statement
critical of past City/County practices while concurrently seeking more in the way of City and County support
and resources to clean up the park and address neighborhood health and safety issues. These issues are not
unique to Laurelhurst or even to Portland.

I expect that we are unlikely to agree on an approach
that gains universal acceptance or even results in a genAt the same time, the Committee and several board eral consensus. But I believe our neighborhood associmembers received emails from neighbors asking the ation needs to have the conversation. I was a member
LNA to confront the history of our neighborhood which, of the Ad Hoc Committee mentioned in Janet’s article,
like many others, was developed with homes that in- and I personally support the LNA Board’s adoption of
cluded racially restrictive deed covenants. The draft both the reform and history statements. You may or
of the Laurelhurst history you’ll read in this newsletter may not agree. In either case, please attend the Sepresulted from those requests.
tember 8th member meeting and share your voice.
The input I’ve received from neighbors on these issues
runs the range of not going far enough on the reform
and history statement, to going too far, to making no
statement at all.
In the midst of questioning where our neighborhood
stands on those issues, we’re confronted with health
and safety issues at the park. In the last couple of

LNA 2020 Meetings
Meetings start at 7:00 pm

Members & Board: by Zoom
• Sep 8, Nov 10.
Board: by Zoom
• Oct 13, Dec 8
Open public meetings, ADA accessible
All neighborhood residents are members

Editor’s Message
John Liu, Newsletter Editor
In this issue, we address some difficult topics. Many
of your neighbors worked cooperatively and frankly to
formulate our neighborhood’s response to these situations. Learn more on page 5. Your editor researched
the draft history that starts on page 6, and learned
things that struck some unpleasant chords personally.
Are these topics enjoyable to discuss? Not really. Do
they intrude on life already made stressful in these Covid times? Surely. Many of your neighbors have been
dealing with these issues for far longer. We are living
through a remarkable year in our country’s history, and
we’ll be the better for it. I’m proud of my neighbors for
Continued on page 2
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Editor, cont from pg 1 working together to make
our Laurelhurst community better.
The Sept 8 General meeting will be via Zoom with a
phone-in option. See the LNA website for the link.
Page 1 - President’s Message, Editor’s Message
Page 2 - A Ceiling Find
Page 3 - Campers, Needles and Poop, Oh My!
Page 5 - Many Voices Contributed; Draft Statement
on Police Reform
Page 6 - Draft Statement on Racial Covenants
Page 10 -Treasurer’s Report
Page 12 - Friends of Laurelhurst Park
Page 13 - In Appreciation - Peter & Sandy Dubinsky
Page 14 - Event Calendar; BottleDrop
Page 15 - Protests In Laurelhurst
Page 16 - Burnside Arch Project Complete
Page 18 - Exploring The Design Process
Page 19 - Century Plaques
Page 20 - Secretary’s Desk
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LNA Committees And Coordinators
Arches - Chris Wilson christopherwilson@hotmail.com
Cleanup - Harry & Shar Flores-Ainsworth hainsworth03@yahoo.com
Coe Circle - Linda Kerekes 503-230-0896
Laurelhurst Park - Peggy Glascock peggy.glascock53@gmail.com
Garage Sale - Jennifer Moffatt jmolley@msn.com
Historic District - John Liu lnahistoric@gmail.com
Historic Education - Kalyn Cohen publickcclaurelhurst@gmail.com
Kids Club - vacant
Land Use - Peter Meijer 503-517-0283 & Amy Smith 503-265-1515
NET - Dan Stefanisko danstefanisko@gmail.com & Paul Litwinczuk
paul.litwinczuk@gmail.com
Newsletter Ads - Seyon Belai ads.laurelhurst@gmail.com
Safety - TJ Browning browningtj@msn.com
Traffic Working Group - Bill Hamilton bahwbh@comcast.net
Trees - Martha Irvine laurelhursttreeteam@gmail.com
Web & Media - Becca Smith-Morgan, Jennifer Moffatt, John Liu

Agenda for Sep 8 LNA Meeting

7:00pm by Zoom webconference (link on website)
Announcements
Treasurer/Committee Reports
Ad Hoc Committee on Racial Justice
Safety Committee
Board Meeting following (open to all)
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A Ceiling Find
A neighbor kindly sent us this 88 year old edition of
the Laurelhurst Nabor News, found in his ceiling. On August 13, 1932, steaks cost 16c/lb, Quirks
Grocery had just opened on E 28th at Glisan, you
could see Spencer Tracy in “Disorderly Conduct” at
the Laurelhurst Theater for 15c, and Dr. Morgan was
conducting his dental practice from his home at 946
E. Burnside (today, 3088 E. Burnside: pastportland.
com/). You can read the issue at the LNA website.
As a “Covid project”, your editor would like to assemble a little online archive of interesting historical
Laurelhurst neighborhood documents, newsletters
and photographs. If you have such gems tucked away,
and would be willing to have them carefully scanned
and posted online, please contact laurelhurstnewsletter@gmail.com or call 510 847 0070. Thanks to
Steve Farris for this submission.

Campers, Needles and Poop, Oh My!
TJ Browning, LNA Safety Chair
It’s back and worse than ever.
Laurelhurst Park Annex is surrounded by illegal campers. A solid row of tents line the parking strips of SE Oak
St. from Caesar Chavez Blvd. to SE 37th. Another solid line of tents occupy the parking strip on SE 37th to Stark.
There are even tents gathering on Caesar Chavez Blvd. Cars/vans/RV campers occupy the curbs on both SE Oak
St. and SE 37th. Sidewalks are impassable and smell of urine. The playground has been repeatedly littered with
used syringes and human excrement. The rat population has exploded. Neighbors and passers-by have been
threatened, attacked and intimidated. Neighbors residing close to camps cannot sleep due to fighting, drinking
and drug dealing all hours of the night. All this dangerous activity is taking place under posted “No Camping
“and “No parking between 10pm and 5 am” signs. Why? Here is the city’s policy and flawed reasoning:
“...City had declared a state of emergency due to COVID-19. Beginning mid-March the City suspended all campsite cleanup activity in accordance with CDC guidelines to mitigate the spread of Covid-19.
There is a significant public health concern with moving potentially groups of individuals into groups of
individuals who are not-infected.
Under normal operations, the City of Portland uses a campsite risk assessment matrix to prioritize campsites that have the greatest impact on the community for posting, cleaning. When an online campsite
report is made, a crew is dispatched to the site within 12-24 hours – they collect garbage and report back
to us with photos and information of the conditions at the campsite. Conditions as you describe them
would very likely have been posted and moved. However, currently, we are not moving any campsites
and have not since mid-March.
Katherine Lindsay, MSW, QMHP-C, CADCI
Program Coordinator
City of Portland, Office of Management and Finance
Homelessness/Urban Camping Impact Reduction Program”
The LNA Safety Chair responded immediately and pointed out there were 4 tents on Oak St. and none on SE37th
St. in mid-March. Currently, there are over 50 tents with no social distancing. Instead of mitigating safety and
health risks for the homeless, this failed policy has placed park users, park workers, neighbors and the campers
at great risk. There was no response from Ms. Lindsay.
The parking strip that is home to the many tents is Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) property. When
a neighbor complained to PBOT about lack of enforcement of the PBOT posted signs, the response was,” Please
give an exact location.” Apparently PBOT does not know where Laurelhurst Park Annex is located. PBOT also
heard from LNA safety chair with exact locations and photos. For anyone wishing to express their feeling to
PBOT, their email is posted below. As of this writing, PBOT has taken no action.
The Portland Police Bureau (PPB) has been given orders to leave the homeless alone. They are not allowed to
tow or ticket cars used by homeless. Recently 911 dispatched a PPB officer to SE 37th because a pedestrian was
attacked and bloodied by a camper. After locating the assailant, the officer told watching neighbors to, “PLEASE
report, report and keep reporting!”
“The city that works” is an inaccurate slogan for our city. History has proven it is the citizens of Portland who
do the necessary work to preserve our neighborhood livability. Your work effort is badly needed again. REPORT,
REPORT, REPORT! Report often, report to multiple officials and agencies. Raise your voices. Demand a safe
place to live and a safe place for children to play. If at publication time the park camps have been cleared, don’t
Continued on page 4
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Campers, Needles, Cont’d from page 3 think our work is done. The campers will return if enforcement
is not continued. Prior to the current moratorium on camping sweeps this camping site was cleared weekly for
almost 2 years. Every week a few campers (3 to 5 tents) returned. As soon as the city stops watching the area
surrounding the park annex, campers will return.
CALL 911 if you see a crime or dangerous behavior happening now.
The Non-emergency number, 503 823-3333, is for crimes that are not happening right now.
One Point of Contact - report illegal camping or related garbage. reportpdx@portlandoregon.gov
PDX Reporter App www.pdxreporter.org - a website to report maintenance problems City-wide.
Homelessness Toolkit www.portlandoregon.gov/toolkit - The Homelessness and Urban Camping Impact Reduction Program (HUCIRP) is responsible for coordinating cleanup/abatement of unsanctioned
campsites on City and ODOT owned properties/rights-of-way within the City of Portland while managing
the City’s One Point of Contact campsite reporting system.
Weekly One Point of Contact Update www.portlandoregon.gov/toolkit/reports and maps portlandoregon.gov/toolkit/74071 If these maps have no/few dots at a location, there were no/few reports. No/few
reports mean no follow up enforcement, clean ups, or city recognition of a problem.
PBOTFrontDesk@portlandoregon.gov - to report parking strip camps
Mayorwheeler@portlandoregon.gov Ultimately, this falls on the mayor’s office.

Emergency vehicles blocked on Oak St by tents and vehicles.
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Needles, feces, trash in Laurelhurst Park’s grass, playground, picnic areas

Laurelhurst Park

Dozens of tents and trash piles on Oak St

Many Voices Contributed to Draft Statements on Police
Reform and Laurelhurst’s Racist History
By Jan McManus, LNA SE Quad Rep, Ad Hoc Committee Chair
In late May the LNA Board received a letter from the Maplewood Neighborhood Association calling for police
reform in line with some of the recommendations of the Portland Committee on Community- Engaged Policing.
Maplewood asked the LNA to support their letter. The Board also received two emails from neighbors that urged
the Board to publicly denounce our neighborhood’s racist history. In response, the Board formed an Ad Hoc
Committee charged with 1) finding a way to engage as many people as possible in the discussion of these issues
and 2) to encourage participation in our July 14, virtual general membership meeting.
The Ad Hoc Committee met on June 26 and July 2. The Committee decided to issue a special edition of the
Laurelhurst newsletter about the upcoming July 14 general meeting and to draft two statements to stimulate
neighborhood engagement on the topics of police reform and Laurelhurst’s racist history.
In short order, draft statements were written and reviewed by Committee members, the special edition of the
newsletter was prepared and--with the help of a number of extra volunteers-- the newsletter was mailed to approximately 900 households and emailed to approximately 900 households. The postal mailings and emails
were sent on Friday July 11 and Saturday July 12. An earlier notice of the general meeting on July 14 had been
posted on the LNA website.
Due to the short time frame for responses prior to the July 14 meeting, we extended the timeline for comments
on the draft statements through July 21st. We also asked for the assistance of Dr. James Mason, Ph.D., a highly
regarded local and national expert on diversity and inclusion, to facilitate the discussion of the draft statements
at our July 14 meeting. Twenty of 43 individuals, including 9 Board members and our facilitator, spoke, chatted,
or asked questions at the meeting. A recording of the meeting and notes are posted on the LNA website. In the
ensuing week, another 24 individuals wrote comments regarding the draft documents. The overwhelming majority of the participants and commenters supported both statements with revisions.
We have worked as a Committee to incorporate the spirit of the comments we received in these final drafts. We
have also developed a proposal to present to the Board on September 8 regarding hosting several workshops in
the coming months. The workshops will consider next steps Laurelhurst residents can take to become a more
welcoming and inclusive neighborhood.
Neighbors will have an opportunity to offer their thoughts on these final drafts at the LNA General Membership
meeting on September 8 at 7 p.m. which will be held by Zoom.
Editor: the full text of these final draft statements are reproduced in this issue.

DRAFT Statement in Support of Significant Reform and
Reallocation of Resources with the Portland Police Bureau
This will be discussed at the September 8 LNA general and board meetings and may be voted on by the Board.
The Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association Board of Directors stands with many other Portlanders in calling for
a major overhaul of Portland Police Bureau (PPB) policies, procedures, and practices. Specifically, we advocate
for the following six reforms:
1. The Portland Police Bureau (PPB) must acknowledge its history of racism as well as discrimination against
members of our community who are Black, indigenous, people of color, LGBTQI (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer or questioning, intersex), or who are vulnerable due to medical, mental health and addiction
Continued on page 6
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Draft Statement on PPB cont. from pg 5 issues, or lack of housing. We stand with the Portland Committee on Community Engaged Policing’s call for the PPB to immediately form a Truth and Reconciliation Commission (including representatives from the affected communities) to address and work to remedy these historic
challenges. As a neighborhood, Laurelhurst has taken responsibility for its own participation in racist and discriminatory practices that continue to affect Portlanders today. We have initiated our journey to address historic
wrongs. We ask no less of PPB.
2. PPB’s budget decisions and any organizational reform must be grounded in the principles of community policing. Our police must not be militarized warriors; rather, they must transform from a law enforcement agency to a
peacekeeping agency. Peace officers serve the people as guardians of public safety. Specifically, we strongly urge
the immediate restoration and expansion of Neighborhood Response Officers throughout the City of Portland
including in Laurelhurst.
3. In conjunction with the Portland Committee for Community-Engaged Policing, Campaign Zero, and many local individuals, we advocate for the formation of a truly independent civilian oversight system with A) adequate
funding; B) full investigative authority to review office-involved shootings, cases of excessive force towards vulnerable individuals, and deaths in custody, as well as to subpoena officers and access police bureau records without restriction; C) transparency and accountability for its findings; and D) meaningful input on police policies
and discipline decisions.
4. We support the Portland Committee on Community-Engaged Policing’s recommendation that the 2020-2024
PPB union contract must ensure transparency in the investigation of alleged police misconduct for excessive use
of force or bias.
5. The Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association Board of Directors stands with the Portland Committee on Community-Engaged Policing in supporting the redirection of PPB resources to alternatives including implementing
restorative justice training and practices and mobilizing unarmed first response teams of trained social workers and medical or paramedical workers to address social, medical, mental health and addiction issues. Let us
not continue the practice of expecting the police to be counselors, domestic violence, homelessness, and gang
specialists, alcohol and drug counselors, and first responders for every crisis whether they do or do not have the
training to function in those roles.
6. Finally, the Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association Board of Directors calls on all city and county bureaus as
well as all of our affected communities to work together, in good faith and with utmost urgency--guided by leaders from Portland’s communities of color--to remake the PPB as part of an overall system of public safety and
social welfare of which Portlanders can be proud, and from which Portlanders need not flee in fear. The time is
now and we will settle for nothing less than profound change within PPB.

DRAFT Laurelhurst History of Racial Restrictive Deed
Covenants and Participation in Other Discriminatory
Practices
This will be discussed at the September 8 LNA general and board meetings and may be voted on by the Board.
Many know that the Laurelhurst neighborhood of Portland was founded in 1909, on what had been William
S. Ladd’s Hazel Fern Farm. They likely also know that the curving, tree-lined streets tracing the farm’s natural
contours were conceived by the famous landscape architecture firm founded by Frederick Law Olmsted and his
sons, whose other work includes New York City’s Central Park and the master plans for, amongst others, the
University of California at Berkeley and Stanford University.
The Olmsted’s horticulturist became Portland’s first Superintendent of Parks and designed Laurelhurst Park. In
1919, the Pacific Coast Parks Association named Laurelhurst Park the “most beautiful park” on the West Coast. A
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walk through the neighborhood leaves little doubt that its houses represent a remarkable and remarkably intact
collection of historic American residential architectural styles from the 1910s through 1940s. Students of urban
history know that Laurelhurst was among the first planned residential developments on the West Coast. Its design by the innovative developer Paul C. Murphy incorporated parks, schools, street lighting, streetcar stations
and other public amenities.
More about the history of this lovely and uncommon neighborhood can be found in the 2019 Laurelhurst National Register Historic District nomination /1, the 2001 Laurelhurst Park National Register Historic Landmark
nomination /2, and the 2019 Laurelhurst walking tour guide /3.
A lesser-known aspect of the neighborhood’s history is, sadly, neither lovely nor uncommon in Portland and
Oregon. The Board of the Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association (LNA) believes that this aspect of Laurelhurst’s
history must be documented and confronted. This summary is our initial effort.
We begin with a brief introduction to Oregon’s history of excluding Black and Chinese persons as well as other
populations of color, some of the exclusionary tools used, and then discuss the exclusionary deed restrictions
used in Laurelhurst.
Oregon’s Black Exclusion Laws
The first Black persons visited what became Oregon as sailing ship crew, as early as 1579. In the early 1800s,
Blacks participated in fur trapping and other exploration. From those early days, the authorities sought to
exclude Blacks from the territory. In 1844 the territorial government ordered all Blacks to leave Oregon or be
publicly flogged. This law was repealed the next year but its hostile intent was plain. In 1849 the “Black Exclusion Law” was enacted, and was enforced at least once before its repeal a few years later. The Homesteading Act
of 1850 allowed only white settlers and so-called “half-breeds” (mixed-race White/Native Americans) to receive
free land. /4
Continued on page 8
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Draft History of Racial Covenants cont. from pg. 7 This policy of exclusion was enshrined in the State
of Oregon. In 1857 Oregon’s constitution prohibited Blacks from entering, residing in, or owning property in the
new state, and denied Blacks, “Mulattos”, and Chinese the right to vote. In 1862 through 1866 the state imposed
a special poll tax on Blacks, excluded Blacks from juries, and prohibited interracial marriage between Whites and
persons of other races. The Ku Klux Klan was prominent in Oregon and in 1922 the Democratic governor was
elected with the KKK’s open support.
Oregon’s laws and other racial hostility largely accomplished the State’s goal of keeping Blacks out for almost the
entire first century of statehood. In 1890, there were only about 1,000 Blacks in Portland, many working for the
railroads. By 1920, the Black population was still only about 2,000.
Oregon’s Chinese Exclusion Laws
The first Chinese people came to Oregon in the early 1850s, first as gold miners and camp merchants. Chinese
then formed more permanent settlements and, in larger cities, “Chinatowns”. Around 1870, political and labor
leaders began pressing to remove Chinese from the state. Chinese residents were expelled from some cities; in
1887 thirty-four Chinese miners were massacred by white attackers. /5
Starting with the 1882 federal Chinese Exclusion Act, Chinese were prohibited from entering Oregon and indeed,
from entering the United States. Those Chinese already present were excluded from housing, banned from public schools, barred from many professions and from voting or holding office.
Oregon’s Chinese population, just 3,330 in 1870, reached over 10,000 in 1900. As the Exclusion Act took hold,
the state’s Chinese population fell almost 80%, to just over 2,100 in 1950. The Chinese Exclusion Act remained in
force until 1943 but was replaced by exclusionary quotas that initially permitted only about one hundred Chinese
to immigrate to the US each year. /6
Racially Restrictive Deed Covenant Restrictions in the early 1900s
The system of laws and practices used to suppress and expel Blacks, Chinese and other minority populations
included not only governmental discrimination, but also a system of private restrictions, both explicit and tacit.
One such tool was the racially restrictive deed covenant, found in many original Portland property deeds. These
covenants have been found in property deeds dating to the early 1900s in many areas of Portland including,
based on research so far: Alameda, Beaumont-Wilshire, Cedar Hills, Concordia, Eastmoreland, Grant Park, Hillsdale, Hosford-Abernathy, Irvington, Laurelhurst, Mt. Tabor, Mock’s Creek, Piedmont, Raleigh Hills, Richmond,
Rose City Park, Sabin, University Park, and Westmoreland. Racial covenants were common in Portland /7, elsewhere in the Pacific Northwest /8 and nationally. /9
Laurelhurst Deed Restrictions, 1909-1934
The language in some /10 original Laurelhurst deeds reads:
“. . . nor shall the same or any part thereof be in any manner used or occupied by Chinese,
Japanese, or negroes, except that persons of said races may be employed as servants by
residents; nor shall any old buildings be placed on said premises; nor shall any building or any part
thereof, on said premises, be erected, maintained or used for flats, apartments, stables, stores or business
or manufacturing purposes.“ [Sample, from a 1913 deed on Block 13 of Laurelhurst.]
These restrictive covenants had a 25 year term beginning 1909 and expired in 1934. All remaining restrictive
covenants were invalidated in 1948 by the US Supreme Court’s Shelley v Kramer decision. While the language
still exists on the original deeds, it is unenforceable.
Other Racially Discriminatory Real Estate Practices
Even in the absence of restrictive deed covenants, the real estate industry used other discriminatory business
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practices to exclude Blacks, and Chinese, from purchasing property in most areas of Portland. The 1919 Realtors’
Code of Ethics prohibited agents from selling to buyers who would have a “detrimental effect” on real estate values; this was understood to mean, for example, that Black buyers would be confined to the Albina area of North
Portland. Federally sanctioned discriminatory lending practices (“redlining”) were added to the exclusionary
toolset in the 1930s.
World War II and Post-War Changes
Starting in the 1940s, Portland’s and Oregon’s Black and Chinese populations began to rise. Blacks came to Oregon in large numbers during World War II, building ships for the war effort at the three Henry J. Kaiser shipyards. About 20,000 Blacks settled in Portland, mostly in the Vanport temporary war housing project. In 1948,
the Vanport Flood displaced them, mostly to the areas of N/NE Portland in and around Albina. Chinese also
began returning to Oregon during the war, after the Chinese Exclusion Act was repealed in 1943 and in greater
numbers as federal immigration quotas were expanded in 1965.
In the post-war decades, Oregon still lagged the rest of the country in addressing racial discrimination. Oregon
did not ratify the 1870 15th Amendment to the United States Constitution which affirmed African American
males’ right to vote until 1957, 87 years later. Similarly, it took Oregon 105 years to ratify the 1868 14th Amendment which granted citizenship to former slaves and asserted “equal protection under the law”.
Portland, too, dragged its feet. In 1950, the city council passed a law prohibiting racial discrimination in public
places. In the 1950 general election, a solid majority of Portland’s voters repealed that anti-discrimination law.
It was not until 1953 that the state Legislature overruled the voters of Portland with the passage of a statewide
anti-discrimination public accommodations law.
While the exclusionary laws and practices of the early 1900s had been superseded, new systems of racial discrimination developed.
The Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association Board of Directors, as well as neighbors, believe that our past restrictive covenants were wrong in every possible way. We acknowledge and decry them. Today, it is incumbent on
Laurelhurst neighbors who want to:
• prevent displacement of residents with fixed or lower incomes;
• encourage greater diversity and inclusiveness in the neighborhood; and
• proactively address housing affordability issues
to work together to challenge the notion that historic designation is incompatible with change.
Endnotes

1 “National Register of Historic Places Registration Form”, Laurelhurst District, http://heritagedata.prd.state.or.us/historic/index.cfm?do=v.dsp_siteSummary&resultDisplay=676858
2 “National Register of Historic Places Registration Form”, Laurelhurst Park, https://npgallery.nps.gov/GetAsset/c2486f5416c3-4510-bb9f-65a90326ce15
3 “A Walking Tour of Laurelhurst”, https://www.laurelhurstpdx.org/history
4 “Cornerstones of Community” https://pdxscholar.library.pdx.edu/black_studies_fac/60/
5 “Chinese-Americans in Oregon: Essay”
https://oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/chinese_americans_in_oregon/#.Xvzvx1-SlPY
6 “Repeal of The Chinese Exclusion Act” https://history.state.gov/milestones/1937-1945/chinese-exclusion-act- repeal
7 “New research by PSU grad student reveals racist covenants across Portland”
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/index.cfm?&a=677593
8 “Racial Restrictive Covenants History” https://depts.washington.edu/civilr/covenants_report.htm
9 “Racially Restrictive Covenants in the United States: A Call To Action”
https://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/143831/A_12%20Racially%20Restrictive%20Covenants
%20in%20the%20US.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y “Hidden In Old Home Deeds, A Segregationist Past”
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=122484215
10 We do not know if every original Laurelhurst deed contains similar language. However, we believe such
language was generally used in developer Paul C. Murphy’s earlier “Laurelhurst” development in Seattle, and subsequently
became the practice when Murphy’s company sold lots in the new Portland “Laurelhurst” development.
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LNA Statement of Financial Position
As of 7/31/2020 by Fred Cooper, Treasurer
ASSETS				This Period		Previous		Change
Checking
Key Bank				$6,568.72		$6,652.56		($83.84)
Savings
OnPoint Credit Union		
$8,027.32		
$8,026.98		
$0.34
Key Bank				$18,330.81		$18,330.65		$0.16
Other
Pay Pal				$--			$--			$-OBRC Bottle Drop			
$572.92		
$557.12		
$15.80
Accounts Receivable			$500.00		$450.00		$50.00				
Designated Funds
Arches Fund				$22,056.91		$22,055.97		$0.94
Street Trees				$1,157.59		$1,157.59		$-TOTAL ASSETS			$57,214.27		$57,230.87		($16.60)
LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES			$--			$--			$-TOTAL NET ASSETS			$57,214.27		$57,230.87		($16.60)
Notes:

1. Street Tree Fund balance of $1,157.59 is maintained with KeyBank general checking.
2. Current Arches Fund consists of OnPoint Savings plus BottleDrop Account balance and August Accounts Receivable or $23,129.83.
3. Accounts Receivable: BottleDrop check request in the amount of $500.00

Treasurer’s Narrative Report for July 2020
1. A Financial Report for the month of July, 2020, was distributed to Board members on August 8, 2020. This
report consisted of a Statement of Financial Position and an Income & Expense Report.
• Expenses in the amount of $633.90 were paid for a special newsletter printing.
• There was one order received for Century Plaques. Another batch of orders is being assembled by Dian Odell.
• The Bottle Drop income for the period was $525.80. Barry Kast reports BD income is about $80-100/week.
• Total income for July was $617.30.
• Net assets decreased by $16.60 for a total as the end of July of $57,214.27.
2. An Income and Expense Summary for LNA fiscal year, June 1, 2019 - May 30, 2020, has been completed and
the organization’s annual reports to the IRS and State of Oregon DOJ have been submitted. Filing fees will be
shown in the next report and a request for reimbursement will be submitted to SEUL.
3. A letter request to the Oregon Beverage Recycling Cooperative (Oregon BottleDrop) was sent requesting a
change in the primary contact and address from Mike Dubinsky to Fred Cooper. With Mike’s resignation, it is
important to complete a transition for all financial matters.
4. Mike Dubinsky reported to Fred Cooper that the Burnside Arches Repair Contract is expected to be completed
in the near future. The final invoice for this contract should be approximately $13,813. There is sufficient funds
in the Arches dedicated account to cover this invoice.
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Friends of Laurelhurst Park - Summer Report
As the summer progresses, Laurelhurst Park is getting used a lot! Between camping, protest meet-ups, people
needing places to be out in nature, and people needing somewhere to go to get fresh air and exercise, the place is
pretty packed. NextDoor has listed Laurelhurst Park as a place to go for a reprieve and some “green” time. We
love our park.
Duck signs - Thanks to the Capitano family for re-hanging the wooden water fowl and adding signs to the fence
by Firwood Lake. It looks great! Some of the ducks were starting to fall over. The Capitano Family are great
stewards of the park.
Protests - Laurelhurst Park has been a meeting place for some of the nightly protests. Last Saturday, antiprotester(s) set off pipe bombs, throwing them at protesters. If you see a pipe bomb or something suspicious,
please do not touch it. Call 911, immediately. Pipe bombs can be unstable and dangerous.
Dogs - We ask that you please supervise your dog(s). Don’t let dogs swim in the lake. This spring, some goslings
were killed. There have been other reports of dogs going after the ducks and geese. It is disturbing to other park
visitors. Thanks!
There are reports that certain stool-passed diseases have been discovered in Portland. DO NOT let your dog eat,
or nose around human feces. Shigella is one disease that has been found in Portland recently. Also, Giardia,
Salmonella, and Cryptococcus are possibilities. The disease might not even hurt the dog, but could go through
the dog and hurt you, while you are picking up after your dog. More reason to mask up and wash your hands a
lot... and maybe use a leash?
Green water - The green layer on top of the lake water is duckweed aka Lemna minor.
Restrooms - The Park Rangers close down the restrooms at night. They are not re-opened until a Park Technician
can come to clean them in the morning.
We Friends of Laurelhurst Park, recommend that people call 911 and report a crime if you see one. That is how
the Police Dept and other Bureaus track crimes, problems, and concerns.
Reporting:
1. If you see something dangerous or illegal happening at that time, call 911. (A pipe bomb is a 911 call.)
2. If you see a crime that happened a while ago, call Police Non-Emergency. 503 823-3333.
3. If you have concerns about the homeless camp and related garbage, contact One Point of Contact.
4. The City’s program that cleans up campsites and addresses sanitation and safety concerns is the Homelessness/Urban Camping Impact Reduction Program (HUCIRP). Call Ms. Lindsay, 503 823-6352.
5. PBOT is in charge of the sidewalks - PBOTFrontDesk@portlandoregon.gov
6. Mayor Ted Wheeler is at Mayorwheeler@portlandoregon.gov
Thanks everyone. Be careful out there. We hope to resume volunteer work parties next year. We will let you
know.
Sincerely, Peggy Glascock, Alice Knouff, Julie Coe, Nancy Chapman, Susan Van Winkle, Lewis Van Winkle: The
Leadership Team for Friends of Laurelhurst Park.

Please Support Our Advertisers
Each issue of this newsletter costs the LNA about $1,000, a cost primarily offset by our advertisers. Most of our
advertisers are open for business even now. If you are looking for house cleaning or a fine meal, a new mattress
or painting and remodeling, seismic upgrades or interior design, please patronize our advertisers and - important - let them know you saw their ad here. To advertise, please contact ads.laurelhurst@gmail.com.
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In Appreciation of Peter and Sandy Dubinsky
Peter (Mike) and Sandy Dubinsky, our neighbors on Hassalo, are retiring to their farm in Pennslyvania. This
will be their second try at retirement. They thought they were retiring in Laurelhurst, but both soon became
engrossed? enmeshed? entwined? with neighborhood work.
Mike was elected as Treasurer in 2016, just in time to manage the financial side of our neighborhood’s Historic
District effort which included our largest community fundraiser in decades. He, along with Chris Wilson and
Tom Johnson, also started our campaign to restore the arches for their next century, with restoration of the pair
of arches on Burnside now nearly completed. The LNA is a 501c3 organization, and thanks to Mike and the treasurers before him, our accounts are responsibly managed and our IRS filings current.
Sandy became leader of the Laurelhurst Neighborhood Emergency Team (NET). Under her leadership NET
established a neighborhhod BEECN and emergency cache/radio communications base station. NET’s neighborhood responders work with the Bureau of Emergency Management to help communities prepare for earthquakes
and other major disasters. More about BEECNs at www.portlandoregon.gov/pbem/article/483656.
Mike and Sandy stepped in to do whatever else needed doing. When Covid shelter-in-place hit, Mike and Sandy
helped start up Laurelhurst Neighbor 2 Neighbor, our community mutual support network. Your Editor is particularly appreciative that Mike proofread this newsletter for years. Both did us the service of recruiting their
able successors, Fred Cooper as LNA Treasurer and Dan Stefanisko and Paul Litwinczuk as LNET co-leaders.
We wish Mike and Sandy the best of success at actually retiring this time (if one can “retire” on a farm). They will
continue to receive this newsletter by mail, as can any former Laurelhurst resident upon request to the Editor.
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Event Calendar
The event calendar in this issue is
still skimpy.
While the pandemic has cancelled many in-person events,
we’re happy to list virtual neighborhood events. To list your
event, email
laurelhurstnewsletter@gmail.
com.
LNA and Neighborhood
Sep 8, Nov 10 - LNA General
meetings (Zoom)
Sep 8, Oct 13, Nov 10 - LNA
Board meetings (Zoom)
www.laurelhurstpdx.org/events

Support Local Businesses

Also of Interest
Oct 13 - Deadline: register to vote
Oct 29 - Kings Hill Nat’l Register Activity and customers are returning to the streets around Laurelhurst, but
Historic Dist Tour visitahc.com
many small businesses are still struggling to dig out of the pandemic hole and
Nov 3 - Election Day
cope with the restrictions and costs of keeping customers and employees safe.
To list an event, contact laurelhurstnewsletter@gmail.com.

BOTTLEDROP
Barry Kast, NW Quad Rep and
BottleDrop coordinator
Are you using LNA BottleDrop
blue bags to recycle? For each full
bag of refundable cans/bottles,
LNA gets about $5. Currently
BottleDrop raises about $4,000/
yr for the arches’ restoration.
Hollywood Fred Meyers has a
convenient BottleDrop station.
Blocks where most families use
BottleDrop also report less prowling.
Contact lnabdrop@gmail.com to
get started. If you’d rather not
support arches restoration, Laurelhurst School PTA also has a
BottleDrop program.
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Laurelhurst has many small local businesses, both owned by your neighbors and located near our neighborhood. Some even support the LNA through
ads and donations.. We can make a difference by supporting them, whether
on-premises, online, or by takeaway.
The LNA website’s COVID-19 page has a list of local small businesses
that would appreciate your business. If your business would like to be added
to this list please use the link on that page to contact the website managers.

Neighbor’s Accounts: Protests In Laurelhurst
Editor’s note: in recent weeks, protestors have assembled in Laurelhurst Park then marched to the Penumbra
Kelly police building at E. Burnside and 47th. From there, protestors are sometimes pushed by police west on
Burnside and herded off into the neighborhhood. Laurelhurst neighbors contributed these first-person accounts.
Contributed by Andria Zehntbauer.
My family lives along Burnside between the 47th and 39th and we have witnessed many protests passing by our
home these past few months. More than once we have watched the police fire non lethal munitions at the people
on Burnside just standing still or walking in the direction the police loudspeaker directed them. The interactions
we have seen in front of our home have shown the level of police response to be way more aggressive than that
of the protesters. We have witnessed officers walking behind protestors suddenly without obvious reason rush
them swinging batons or jumping off vehicles yelling and rushing at protesters as if at war. These actions always
escalate the situation when I would assume de-escalation would be the goal.
On the 50th day of protests around Portland one of my daughters slept through it all, one stayed on the couch in
fear from the gunfire and the other, I learned later, had woken up and watched out her window, heard the gunfire
and saw a person drop. We were watching at the same time from the kitchen window. She thought at the time
the police had truly shot him with real bullets not knowing other bullets exist. She was terrified that outside her
bedroom window the police, meant to protect her, us all, were shooting unarmed people. She then watched two
officers pick him up and drag him away.
Contributed by “S”, a neighbor who wishes to remain anonymous.
This is an account of what I saw on July 17. There was a protest at the police station a few blocks from us. At
1am, we woke up to the sounds of loudspeakers, sirens, and a ruckus outside our house near the intersection of
E. Burnside and 39th.
Here’s what we witnessed:
— I saw a blockade of people standing shoulder to shoulder to block our street. I assumed it was protestors. Once
my eyes adjusted, I saw the line was not protestors but police in riot gear holding rifles.
— I did not see anyone protesting in our area, but did hear the voice of ONE GUY yelling at the police about his
the right to protest.
— I counted at least 3 DOZEN heavily armed officers in full riot gear, 2 police cruisers, and 3 riot vans.
— I saw one woman being quickly escorted by 2 officers into a cruiser with a 2 other people following who apparently knew her. They were coming from the direction of the protest on 47th. My neighbor was curbside and said
the woman’s 2 friends were yelling for police not to take her until they get her a medic. (Even if this was a bogus
plea to delay arrest, with everything going on she should have been afforded medical attention on the spot. She
was outnumbered 40 to 3)
The show of force and firepower outside my home for FIVE nonviolent protestors was EXTREME. For the first
time did not feel a basic sense of safety whatsoever in my neighborhood. I saw firsthand an extreme show of
firepower, and I can see with my own eyes (and blood pressure) how this level of response escalates everything
by merely being present visible.
Aside from this night we have seen a number of protest marches usually from the park up to the Kelly Building.
We have never personally seen any violence by protestors.
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Burnside Arch
Project Completed
by Fred Cooper, Treasurer
For generations, Portlanders have recognized the historic arches at the entrances to the Laurelhurst neighborhood. There are pairs of arches at SE Cesar Chavez
at Stark, NE Glisan at 32nd, and East Burnside at SE
32nd; a single arch survives at NE Peerless at Sandy
Blvd. In the mid 1980s, LNA established the standing
Arches committee. In 2002 a Maintenance Plan was
approved with five objectives: maintaining the arches;
necessary restoration; relighting; replacing the missing arch; and historic status for the arches.
With the plan’s approval, LNA started raising funds..
Proceeds from the annual LNA Garage Sale have been
a primary source of funding. Donations of thousands
of dollars from numerous individuals have also been
an additional source. Recently, the Oregon Bottle
Drop program (pg 14) has added a significant boost.
Since 2006, LNA has used these funds to: clean and
maintain the arches; retain stonemasons for emer-
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gency repairs; retain professionals to remove graffiti; and to contract with a conservationist to begin restoration.
The first restoration was of the arches on Burnside. The Arches Committee negotiated a contract with Heritage Conservation Group, a local company, with Tom Johnson serving as our Project Manager. The work began in early 2019 and was completed in
July 2020. Cost per arch was just under $13,000. Work included: cleaning;
removing loose sandstone; removing
crumbling mortar; new mortar; sealing
the tops; and other tasks. Replacing fixtures will be a later step.
The restored arches are a proud symbol of welcome to all Portlanders to our
Laurelhurst neighborhood. The LNA
extends its appreciation to Tom Johnson, Mike Dubinsky, Chris Wilson, and
all residents who contributed to this remarkable project.
We are fund-raising for the remaining arches. You can donate $25 online
at the LNA website, or other sums via
check (contact laurelhurst.treasurer@
gmail.com).
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Exploring The Design Process
with Karlene Baskind Interior Design
Design has a profound effect on us. It influences what we do, how we do it, and who we become. It’s something
to pay a lot of time and attention to, and the design process guarantees that we do. While every project is unique,
the design process is universal. Whether working with a designer or on your own, it is this process that helps
to accomplish your project in ways unimagined. It all
begins from a state of whimsy…
1. STATE OF WHIMSY (Programming). Every
project begins here with a series of questions, an onset
of inspiration, and a myriad of ideas of how to make
something better. This phase is all about information
gathering and your designer getting to know you. The
more we understand you, the better we can collaborate
to create something you love. We discuss your dreams
and desires, as well as scope, budget, and timeline. We
then curate a program that serves as a roadmap and delivers everything you want and nothing you don’t need.
2. INSPIRATION (Schematic Design) Once we
understand our parameters, the creative process begins! We move into a phase of inspiration and enchantment, envisioning the project’s potential and exploring
every idea and notion. What we are working towards is

a core idea that holds everything together. No stone is
left unturned. Every silly, crazy, minimal, and monumental detail is examined. After all possibilities are
considered and a true alignment develops, we flow
into design development.
3. PERSISTENCE (Design Development) This
is the pivotal point where all our questions and ideas
merge into distinct design solutions that breathe life
into your project. Persistence pays as the materials
come together, drawings push and pull, and design elements dance along into a perfect sense of play where
everything looks and feels exactly as it should. We embrace what works, discard what doesn’t, and ultimately arrive on the developed design’s doorstep.
4. TRUST (Project Documentation) Once you’ve
made it to this point, all that’s left to do is trust. Trust
in the sequence of the design process, the power of
your preparation and planning, and the alluring prospect of your creative work. And while you do that,
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KARLENE BASKIND
INTERIOR DESIGN
SENSUAL, SUSTAINABLE INTERIORS
KA R LE N E BA SKI N DI D.C O M
HE LLO @KA RLE N E BA SKI N DI D.C O M
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Century Plaques
Century Plaques for houses built 1910-1921 are still
available for $100. Order online at laurelhurstpdx.
org/century-home-plaques. You can also send a
check payable as “Laurelhurst Neighborhood Association” to LNA, P.O. Box 802, 3439 NE Sandy Blvd,
Portland OR 97232. Include a note with your name,
address, email, phone, and the year of your house,
and say you’re ordering a Century Plaque.

#3 4 9 4 8

we get to work! As your
anticipation builds, our
skills, experience, and expertise conspire behind
the scenes to create project documents that guide
your project to success.
5.REALIZATION
(Project Administration) While each phase
is essential, this may be
the most important. It’s
where all our earnest creative work is realized in
a tangible way. And alas,
after all the final touches
have been made, it is welcoming you home to your
new, sacred space that is
truly the magic of the design process and what we
feel so privileged to be a
part of.
If this is at all intriguing
and you can feel a creative
storm brewing, put this
process to play and chase
after those wild dreams of
yours! If you find you want
or need our help, you can
connect with us and learn
more at www.karlenebaskind.com. We wish
you all the creative power
in the world to make your
dreams a wonderful reality.
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From the Secretary’s Desk
LNA meetings are public and ADA accessible. All
Laurelhurst residents, businesses and organizations invited. Minutes at laurelhurstpdx.org.
Key Items from May 12 General Meeting
1. First LNA virtual meeting. Reports (Treasurer, Safety Committee, SEUL representative.)
2. Police Chief Jami Resch answered questions on pedestrian safety, police hiring, homeless camps, etc..
3. 2020 Board nominations open. Explanation of election and voting process.
Key Items from May 12 Board of Directors Meeting.
1. Approved minutes. Reports (Arches, Neighbor to
Neighbor.) Workgroup formed on information privacy
Key Items from June 16 Board of Directors Meeting.
1. Approved minutes, certified election results, appointed Newsletter Editor. Reports (Treasurer, Arches,
SEUL) Discuss South Park Blocks historic designation.
2. Establish Ad Hoc Commitee on Racial Justice, Chair
Janet McManus.
Key Items from July 14 Special General Meeting.
1. See page 5 for report.

See you in
November!
September Song
born 19.6.32—deported 24.9.42
Undesirable you may have been, untouchable
you were not. Not forgotten
or passed over at the proper time.
As estimated, you died. Things marched,
sufficient, to that end.
Just so much Zyklon and leather, patented
terror, so many routine cries.
(I have made
an elegy for myself it
is true)
September fattens on vines. Roses
flake from the wall. The smoke
of harmless fires drifts to my eyes.
This is plenty. This is more than enough.
- Geoffrey Hill
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